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New Cars Prices and Reviews, 2001
Reviews and rates more than 170 new cars, four-by-fours, trucks, and vans; lists retail and dealer-invoice prices, EPA
mileage ratings, warranties and specifications; and offers money-saving tips. Original.

Used Car Buying Guide 1994
This specialty buying guide presents easy-to-use historical profiles of some 200 models--cars, trucks, minivans, sport utility
vehicles--giving readers a comprehensive view of each model as a used car.

AAA New Car and Truck Buying Guide
Now you can get the wisdom of one full year of "Consumer Reports" in one place. We've assembled all twelve 2006 issues
of "Consumer Reports "magazine and put them in a single bound collection. "Consumer Reports "magazine is the source
you can trust for ratings and recommendations of consumer products and services. Whether you're buying a car, a TV, or a
new cell phone plan, our unbiased reports will help you get the best value for your money.

Cars Consumer Guide 1992
From AAA, The Experts You Trust AAA Top Car Award winners for 2000 Reviews for 200 new cars, minivans, SUVs, and
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trucks Easy-to-read comparison charts, graphs, and specifications Fuel economy reports Pricing information for all models
Tips on negotiating the best deal for you Advice on the Buy VS. Lease decision AAA Consumer Advice Selecting the right car
for you Evaluating the safety features you need Warranties -- what's covered, what's not Latest information on child safety
seats Financing and insuring your new vehicle

Used Car and Truck Book
Features include MSRP and dealer invoice prices, specifications and reviews, standard and optional equipment, and buying
and leasing advice. Readers get access to toll-free car-buying service.

The Automobile Book 1992
In today's uncertain economy, more car buyers are turning to the used car market. Based on the results of unbiased tests
and surveys conducted by Consumer Reports, the guide evaluates fuel economy, performance level, repair record, and
overall quality of hundreds of 1984-1989 cars, with detailed reports on 1987-1989 models. Ratings charts, tables, index.

Automobile Book
A fully revised, updated edition provides authoritative evaluations of used car reliability and value, in a guide that includes
helpful ratings charts. Original.

Car and Driver
Complete Guide to Used Cars 1996
The Complete Car Cost Guide
The most convenient, reliable new-car buying guide available provides easy-to-use evaluations of more than 125 foreign
and domestic models and hundreds photographs and 2-color printing for maximum clarity. Includes test results, ratings,
comparisons, prices, and lists of best and worst features of each car.
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Ward's Automotive Yearbook
This book is designed to present, in one convenient source, comments published in periodicals about 325 automobile
models manufactured since 1987 on a model-by-model basis. These periodicals range from general interest to specialized
sources as well as repair manuals and other publications related to the individual models.

AAA 1996 Autograph Book
Automobile
Thoroughly revised and updated for 2001, the guide that has helped thousands of car and truck buyers make the right
decision is now better than ever. Includes a listing of AAA Top Car Award winners for the year, fuel economy reports, and
sound advice on "buy vs. lease". Full-color photos throughout.

New Car & Truck Buying Guide
The Duel
Profiles new model cars, vans, and sport utility vehicles, and includes information on changes in the new model year

Used Car Buying Guide, 1991
Consumer Reports
Automotive News
AAA Autotest, 1991
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A complete guide to used cars, vans, and trucks includes profiles of more than two hundred car models sold over the past
decade, along with information on specifications, service history, safety records, recalls, and prices, and tips on choosing
the right car. Original.

How to Build Max-Performance Mitsubishi 4g63t Engines
Consumers' Research Magazine
Reviews of more than two hundred automobiles, four-wheel drive vehicles, and compact vans are accompanied by
specification data, the latest prices, and recommendations, as well as lists of warranties, and tips on financing and
insurance.

Chilton's Import Auto Service Manual
The photos in this edition are black and white. Mitsubishi's 4G63t engine is among the most powerful engines ever in the
sport-compact world. It's not uncommon to find one of these four-cylinder, iron-block, aluminum-headed, 2-liter
turbocharged monsters making more than 1,000 horsepower with the right modifications and tuning - well above the
200-300 hp produced in the factory-made engines. Bolted into such cars as the Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution, Eclipse, and
Galant, and the Eagle Talon and Plymouth Laser, the 4G63t has more than a cult following among sport-compact
enthusiasts, who know and respect this engine's immense performance potential at the track or on the street. Up until now,
in-depth performance information on the 4G63t has been hard to find. For this book, author Robert Bowen went straight to
the source, Robert Garcia of Road/Race Engineering in Santa Fe Springs, California. RRE is the most well-known and
respected Mitsubishi turbo performance shop in the United States, and Garcia is its in-house engine builder. Mitsubishi
enthusiasts will benefit from Garcia's expertise and be able to build better, stronger engines than ever before. "How to Build
Max-Performance Mitsubishi 4G63t Engines" covers every system and component of the engine, including the turbocharger
system and engine management. More than just a collection of tips and tricks, this book includes a complete history of the
engine and its evolution, an identification guide, and advice for choosing engine components and other parts. Profiles of
successful built-up engines show the reader examples of what works, and the book includes helpful guidance for choosing
your own engine building path.

Ski
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Used Car Buying Guide
Automobile
Automotive Engineering International
This definitive guide includes exclusive discount price lists and "low prices" to help shoppers negotiate with salespeople;
specifications for all body styles, horsepower ratings, and EPA fuel economy ratings; rating charts that assess each car line
in 16 categories covering performance, accommodations, workmanship, and value. Over 125 photographs.

Cars Consumer Guide 1995
Contains general information for technicians on the specifications, MIL resetting and DTC retrieval, accessory drive belts,
timing belts, brakes, oxygen sensors, electric cooling fans, and heater cores of twenty-one types of import cars.

Gale's Auto Sourcebook 2
Reviews of more than 190 automobiles, four-wheel drive vehicles, and compact vans are accompanied by specification
data, the latest prices, and recommendations, as well as lists of warranties, and tips on financing and insurance.

Consumer Reports
Lists manufacturers' suggested retail and dealer invoice prices for all models, foreign and domestic, along with information
on standard and optional equipment, specifications and reviews, and buying and leasing advice. Original.

Road & Track
Ski
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Edmund's New Cars Prices and Reviews
Popular Science
Automobile Book 1997
Fuel Economy Guide
AAA Autotest 1993
Provides guidance in choosing and purchasing used vehicles from 1990 to the present, recommends a variety of models,
and includes information on recalls, price ranges, and specifications.

Focus On: 100 Most Popular Sedans
Ken Genie knows tragedy. His dad passed away and his brother ditched town. Ken also knows cars. He studies them,
obsessively. But his mother is afraid to lose another son, and she won't let Ken get behind the wheel. Local millionaire
Edmond Tremonte has a grudge against the Genie family. And he plans to take it out on their entire Alaska town. When
Tremonte loses his business and then his mind, he builds a mechanical beast designed for maximum damage. And despite
the wishes of Ken's mom, Ken and his Mitsubishi might be the only things that can stop Tremonte's reign of terror. Includes
real tech specs and tuning details for the Mitsubishi Eclipse!

AAA Autograph Book
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Station Wagons
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Black Enterprise
Evaluates the latest models of American and imported cars, discussing strong and weak points of each model, fuel
economy, cargo space, and more
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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